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ABSTRACT

An analysis of the radial electric field and heat transport, both for ions and elec-

trons, is presented for a high-Te electron cyclotron heated (ECH) discharge on the

Large Helical Device (LHD). Transport analysis is done using the task3d transport

suite1 utilizing experimentally measured profiles for both ions and electrons. Ion

temperature and perpendicular flow profiles are measured using the recently installed

x-ray imaging crystal spectrometer diagnostic (XICS)2, while electron temperature

and density profiles are measured using Thomson scattering. The analysis also in-

cludes calculated ECH power deposition profiles as determined through the travis

ray-tracing code. This is the first time on LHD that this type of integrated transport

analysis with measured ion temperature profiles has been performed without NBI

injection, allowing the heat transport properties of plasmas with only ECH heating

to be more clearly examined. For this study, a plasma discharge is chosen which

develops a high central electron temperature (Teo = 9keV ) at moderately low den-

sities (neo = 1.5 × 1019m−3). The experimentally determined transport properties

from task3d are compared to neoclassical predictions as calculated by the gsrake

and fortec-3d codes. The predicted electron fluxes are seen to be an order of mag-

nitude less than the measured fluxes, indicating that electron transport is largely

anomalous, while the neoclassical and measured ion heat fluxes are of the same mag-

nitude. Neoclassical predictions of a strong positive ambipolar electric field (Er) in

the plasma core are validated through comparisons to perpendicular flow measure-

ments from the XICS diagnostic. This provides confidence that the predictions are

producing physically meaningful results for the particle fluxes and radial electric field,

which are a key component in correctly predicting plasma confinement.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In stellarator plasmas, it is possible to develop plasmas with high central electron tem-

peratures in low collisionality plasmas through the use of electron cyclotron heating (ECH)3.

These conditions are associated with core electron-root confinement (CERC) plasmas4,

which develop a region of positive electric field and reduced electron heat transport in the

central region of the plasma. The core electron-root formation is due to a 3D-specific bifur-

cation of the ambipolarity condition at low collisionalities. This reduction in transport leads

to a peaking of the electron temperature in the core and is known as the high-Te regime.

Plasmas of this type on the Large Helical Device (LHD) have reached central temperatures

of greater than 15keV in low density conditions, neo = 0.2 × 1019m−3, and greater than

9keV even with densities as high as neo = 1.5× 1019m−3.

In these plasmas, neoclassical predictions based on the condition of ambipolar fluxes

predict a positive radial electric field (electron-root solution) across the core region of the

plasma when in the high-Te regime, while a negative electric field is otherwise expected.

Previous studies have reported that a transition from the ion-root phase to the electron-

root phase requires a minimum ratio of input power to density. An understanding of the

applicability of the neoclassical predictions to these plasmas, as well as the dynamics involved

in developing the electron root region, is being actively pursued at LHD.3,5–10

In this paper, the analysis of high-Te plasmas is extended by looking at the detailed

evolution of a CERC discharge which is produced using only ECH heating. The analysis of

the transport and radial electric field structure is performed with the task3D transport suite

along with measurements of the perpendicular flow velocity from the high resolution x-ray

crystal spectrometer (XICS)2. For this analysis the ion temperature profiles are taken from

the XICS system, and electron temperature profiles are taken from the Thomson scattering

system11. To determine the ECH heat deposition profile the travis ray-tracing code12 is

used. Heat transport estimates are made using power balance considerations based on the

plasma parameters and calculated power deposition profiles.

This work benefits from the recent installation of the XICS diagnostic which allows, for

the first time on LHD, the ion heat transport and perpendicular flow to be measured in the

absence of any neutral beam injection. In addition significantly more ECH heating is now

available at LHD than in previous studies, allowing CERC plasmas to be accessed without
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any additional power sources10. These two development enable the study of plasmas that are

only heated using ECH. The use of a single source of external heating simplifies power balance

calculations and reduces the sources of uncertainties. In addition, neoclassical calculations or

simulations of a plasma without momentum input by NBI are significantly easier to perform,

and in most neoclassical treatments external momentum drive is neglected. The neoclassical

calculations in the current work are more directly comparable with the experimental values

since no external momentum input sources are present during the shot evolution.

In the high-Te discharge studied, an increase in power and decrease in density is found

to be associated with an expansion of the positive radial electric field from a well defined

core region (ρ . 0.3) to a region covering the majority of the plasma minor radius (ρ . 0.8).

Access to this global electron-root configuration is made possible by the recent upgrades

in available ECH power. The structure of the radial electric field, inferred from the per-

pendicular flow measurements, is compared with neoclassical predictions from the gsrake

and fortec-3d codes. The measurements are in general agreement with the predictions

throughout the discharge, which provides confidence in the neoclassical calculations.

The changes in the ion and electron heat fluxes associated with the expansion of the ra-

dial electric field are also be examined and compared width neoclassical predictions. These

measurements, in a pure ECH plasma, add to previous work on plasmas which also included

neutral beam heating and which focused only on the electron heat flux. The current mea-

surements of the perpendicular flow velocity help to clarify the role of the neutral beams in

affecting the structure of the radial electric field.

The analysis developed for this study highlights the current capabilities of the task3d

suite for thermal transport analysis and demonstrates the integration of a set of equilibrium

and power deposition codes, providing the base set of tools required for power balance

analysis in stellarator geometries.

II. METHODS

A. Shot Evolution

The analysis in this paper is based around an ECH heated discharge from the 16th LHD

experimental campaign in 2012. Time traces for shot 114722, are shown in Fig.1. This
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FIG. 1. (a) Time evolution of LHD shot 114722. (a.i) Central electron temperature as measured

by Thomson scattering and averaged over the 10 central channels. (a.ii) Inverted central ion tem-

perature from the XICS diagnostic. (a.iii) Central electron density taken from Thomson scattering

and normalized to the line integrated measurements from the FIR system. (a.iv) Line integrated

plasma flow along the viewing direction, measured by the XICS diagnostic. (a.v) Injected ECH

power. The black line represents the total injected power, the colored lines represent individual

gyrotrons. (a.vi) Injected NBI power from the perpendicular neutral beam. (b) Time history of

the plasma stored energy. The solid blue line is the total stored energy as measured by the dia-

magnetic loop. The blue and red dashed lines represent kinetic stored energy calculated from the

measured temperature and density profiles. The black dashed line shows the total kinetic stored

energy found by adding the ion and electron stored energy.

discharge begins as a typical CERC plasma with a transition from a low-Te phase to high-

Te phase as the ECH heating power is increased. Typical density and temperature profiles

during these two phases are shown in Fig.2. In this figure the profiles are plotted against
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the normalized minor radius, which is defined as ρ ≡
√
ψ/ψedge where ψ is the toroidal flux

enclosed by a given flux surface.

This discharge utilizes an inward shifted configuration with the magnetic axis location

set to 3.53m. The magnetic field on axis is +2.705T , which corresponds to the clockwise

direction when viewed from the top. During most of this shot, only ECH heating is used,

with a peak injected power of 4.4MW . This heating is achieved using a combination of

the three 77GHz, one 82.7GHz and one 154GHz systems, and is injected from multiple

launcher systems13.

Starting at 3.5s the 154GHz Gyrotron is turned on increasing the injected power from

2.5MW to 3.4MW . An additional 77GHz system is added at 3.64 seconds raising the

injected power to 4.4MW . During the 200ms after the power increase at 3.5 seconds, the

plasma transitions from a low-Te phase to a high-Te phase. During this transition it can be

observed that the line integrated density decreases (from 1.6× 1019m−3 to 1.0× 1019m−3),

the electron temperature increases (from 4keV to 9keV ), and there is a dramatic change in

the perpendicular flow.

While the electron temperature increases dramatically during the transition period, the

density loss and reduction in Ti leads to an overall reduction in the total stored energy, a

relatively constant electron stored energy, and a strong decrease in the ion stored energy

(see Fig.1(b)). During this shot, and in particular around the transition time, a constant

gas puffing rate is used (no density feedback) and there is no significant change in any other

particle fueling source (except during neutral beam injection).

During the time between 3.7 and 4.0s, 5.4MW of port-through injected neutral beam

power is added by one of the 40keV perpendicular neutral beams (NBI #5). In the current

analysis we focus on the plasma state before the NBI turn on (3.7s) and after the NBI turn

off and subsequent relaxation of the fast ion distribution (4.1s), and therefore do not include

the NBI deposition in the calculations.

Correlated with the increase of the central electron temperature after 3.5s is a dramatic

change in the argon perpendicular flow velocity, as measured by the XICS system. The

time evolution of the line integrated perpendicular velocity measurements can be seen in

Fig.1(a.iv). The detailed rotation profiles, shown in Fig.3, indicate that during the low-Te

phase there is a core region of the plasma rotating in the negative poloidal direction (ion-

diamagnetic drift direction), while the outer portion of the plasma is rotating in the positive
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FIG. 2. Temperature and density profiles for 114722 at 3500ms and 3700ms. (a) Electron tem-

perature from the Thomson scattering and inverted ion temperature from the XICS system. (b)

Electron density found from Thomson scattering and normalized to the line integrated density

reported by the far infrared laser interferometer system (FIR). In all plots the points represent the

raw data, and the solid lines represent the fit to the data used in the analysis.

direction. During the transition phase, the rotation inversion radius expands outward, and

in the high-Te phase the entire central plasma (the measurement range is limited to ρ ≤ 0.8)

is rotating in the negative direction. The change in the perpedicular flow is noticable in the

first measurement after the transition has started, at 3.570ms, particularly when looking

at the inverted U⊥ profiles. The time resolution for the velocity measurements is limited

to 60ms for this discharge, so it is not possible to make any cause and effect concusions in

the current work. The perpendicular flow and electric field are closely related, and a flow

in the ion-diamagnetic drift direction rotation corresponds to a positive radial electric field,

as described in Section III.

B. TASK3D

The task3d suite has been developed to provide an integrated package for power balance

analysis on LHD.1,14,15 It acts as a framework to integrate multiple codes and calculations,

and to provide the necessary data gathering and manipulation to consistently enable trans-

port analysis for 3D geometries. There are numerous modules that can be included as part of

the Task3d framework, however for the current work only a subset of available calculations

will be used.

For these initial studies a simplified transport model is used that only considers ECH
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power deposition, local collisional temperature equilibration between electrons and the main

ions (hydrogen), time evolution of the temperature and density profiles, and the heat trans-

port across flux surfaces. task3d performs a simple power balance calculation in which all

deposited power must be either radially transported across flux surfaces to the plasma edge,

or must contribute to the evolution of the stored energy profile. Some significant simplifi-

cations will be used such as assuming ne = ni across the entire profile, and neglecting any

radiative losses.

For the analysis done in this paper, pyTask3d was developed as a alternative front end for

the task3d suite. This package handles preparation of the diagnostic profiles and integration

of the analysis modules. The development of pyTask3d was done as part of a collaborative

effort between NIFS and PPPL.

C. Diagnostic Profiles

In order to carry out the transport analysis, accurate measurement of the ion and electron

temperature profiles are required. The XICS diagnostic, installed in 2011 and upgraded in

2012, allows, for the first time on LHD, for full ion temperature profiles to be measured in

the absence of neutral beam injection.

The XICS diagnostic provides line integrated measurements of the plasma ion tempera-

ture and flow velocity profile based on emission from trace amounts of highly charged argon

(Ar16+). These line-integrated measurements are then inverted, using tomographic inver-

sion techniques, to recover the true temperature and rotation profiles as a function of the

flux coordinate. This inversion process assumes that the argon emissivity and temperature

are constant on flux surfaces. A smooth spline representation for the final ion temperature

is enforced as part of the inversion process used for the XICS profiles.The details of the

diagnostic operation and inversion techniques are described in Ref. 2,16.

For the current work, the techniques used for the velocity inversion have been improved to

account for the expected spatial dependence of the perpendicular flow. The parallel flow is

defined as being in the direction of the local magnetic field lines, and the perpendicular flow

direction to be in the ∇ρ×B direction. A simple form for the variation of the perpendicular

flow on a flux surface can now be found from the radial force balance equation (see Section

III) given the assumption that the plasma potential and plasma pressure are flux surface
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functions. With these assumptions the local perpendicular flow, u⊥, can be related to the

flux surface average flow, U⊥, by the following expression:

u⊥ = fU⊥, f = − 〈B〉
〈|∇ρ|〉

(
B ×∇ρ
B2

)
(1)

Where 〈·〉 denotes a flux surface average. Additional details on the derivation of this

expression and its applicability are given in Ref. 17.

The XICS system, which has a viewing geometry that is nearly radial, is insensitive to

parallel flow near the magnetic axis and only weakly sensitive towards the outer portions

of the plasma. In addition, the parallel flow is expected to small in LHD plasmas with

no external momentum input. While in principle it is possible for the XICS system to

resolve both parallel and perpendicular flow (given that the system sees both above and

below the magnetic axis), such measurements are not practical given the weak sensitivity

to parallel flow. Instead an assumption is made that the contribution of the parallel flow

to the measured XICS flow is negligible and this is assumption is checked by looking at

the goodness of fit during the inversion process. The assuptions on the flow variations and

absence of parallel flow are at least consistent with the measured data, as can be determined

by comparing the line integrated data and the reintegrated final profiles. The measured

data is also fully consistent with the assumption that the argon density is constant on flux

surfaces and with constraints placed on the Ti profile shape, which are described in Ref. 16.

In the case of the ion temperatures, the line integrated and inverted profiles are quite similar

and very well constrained; in such a case any mismatch in the assumptions and the final

profile would be very obvious in the residual function.

Electron temperature profiles are measured by the Thomson scattering system11. For

the electron density the profile measured by Thomson scattering is normalized to match the

line integrated density measured by the Far Infrared Reflectometer (FIR) system18. The

temperature and density profiles are then filtered to remove bad channels based on median

filtering of the time history of each channel.

Before using any of the diagnostic data in the transport calculations, the profiles are

fitted using a smooth function. Several profile representations are implemented in TASK3D

which can be used to fit the raw diagnostic data. The choice of the profile representation

forces a structure onto profiles which affects the detailed calculations of the diffusion coeffi-
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cients. While the overall conclusions from this analysis do not depend on the profile fitting

function, the detailed shape of the diffusion coefficient profiles vary slightly depending on

which representation is used. The two profile shapes that have been compared in the course

of this analysis are a Gaussian plus polynomial representation and a cubic spline represen-

tation. The results shown in this paper are based on the fits shown in Fig.2. Fitting against

normalized minor radius, ρ, is done using a Gaussian plus polynomial representation with

a sixth degree even polynomial. In the current work the uncertainties in the measurements

of Te and ne are not well characterized, and therefore the profiles are fit without weighting.

For Ti and U⊥, the profiles are found through a tomographic inversion algorithm which takes

into account both experimental and algorithmic uncertainties.16

Since the ion temperature used in the current analysis is based on measurement of the

argon temperature, it is important to consider whether thermal equilibration with the main

ions (hydrogen) can be expected. A simple 3 species transport model (hydrogen, carbon,

argon) has been constructed that confirms that the impurity temperatures are expected

to closely match the hydrogen temperatures for the conditions in this plasma shot. In

this simple model all heat exchange coefficients between electrons and the three ion species

(including exchange between ion species) have been calculated; external heating is assumed

to be applied to the electrons (consistent with pure ECH heating) and steady state solutions

are found. The impurity densities are estimated, however for these conditions the results

are insensitive to the specific densities used.

D. Equilibrium reconstruction

A reconstruction of the 3D plasma equilibrium is required as part of the task3d analysis

for both calculations of the plasma volume and shape, as well as for the mapping of the

various diagnostic measurement locations to a effective minor radius. This same equilibrium

is also used to invert the line-integrated XICS measurements and determine the local ion

temperature and rotation profiles.16

The standard approach in stellarators and heliotrons is to model the plasma equilibrium

as a set of nested flux surfaces through the use of the vmec code19. The assumption of nested

flux surfaces provides a good model for the equilibrium over most of the plasma volume. In

the plasma edge, the true plasma equilibrium is expected to become stochastic, however the
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FIG. 3. (a) Argon perpendicular flow profiles (flux surface averaged) as measured by the XICS

diagnostic. Profiles are found through tomographic inversion of the line integrated spectral mea-

surements. Shaded regions represent the approximate error in the final inverted profile due to

photon statistics. The gray shaded region represents the standard deviation, while the yellow re-

gion represents the extreme solutions consistent with the measurements. (b) Radial electric field

profiles. The red line represents the gsrake electron root solution, the blue line represents the

gsrake ion root solution, and the dashed cyan line represents the fortec-3d solution. The radial

electric field inferred from the flow velocity (Er = −u⊥B) is also shown.

general plasma shape is still reasonably approximated by the vmec model.

The vmec code produces an equilibrium based on a set of fixed inputs. To find an

equilibrium that matches a particular plasma, a reconstruction technique is needed. For

the current work the stellopt reconstruction tool was used for equilibrium reconstruction.

stellopt uses a minimization technique to determine a vmec equilibrium that best matches

the available diagnostic data.20,21. This is done by optimizing the pressure profile, toroidal

current profile, total enclosed toroidal flux and a pressure scaling factor that are used in a

free boundary vmec equilibrium calculation. For the current reconstructions, the following

measurements were targeted: flux loop measurements, electron temperature profile, electron

density profile, total stored energy, and total toroidal current.
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E. Power deposition and stored energy evolution

Our final transport estimates are based on a power balance calculation that includes

only the ECH power deposition and the collisional thermal equilibration between electrons

and the main ion (hydrogen).22 The time dependent evolution of the ion and electron stored

energy (energy density evolution) is available for inclusion as part of the task3d, however due

to the lack of time resolution and uncertainties in the diagnostic profiles this is not included

in the current calculation. No other sources of power deposition or loss are considered in this

current analysis. The calculated heat deposition, thermal equilibration and stored energy

evolution profiles are shown in Fig.4.

In the current version of task3d the stored energy evolution is handled by creating an

effective power deposition profile that takes into account the time dependent change in

the temperature and density profiles. This energy density evolution profile is found using

simple differences between adjacent fitted pressure profiles. For both the ions and the

electrons, there is not enough diagnostic time resolution (or a long enough steady state

period) to accurately calculate these evolution profiles. The inclusion of the stored energy

evolution would add a great deal of uncertainty and make drawing conclusions from the ion

power balance calculation difficult; for this reason it is neglected in the final power balance

calculations. It is nonetheless useful to examine the stored energy evolution profiles, to

gauge the possible impact than neglecting them may have.

For the electrons, the stored energy evolution is an order of magnitude less than the ECH

power deposition, and will have a negligible effect on the power balance calculations. For the

ion stored energy evolution the picture is less clear. Power balance calculations are performed

before and after the neutral beam injection which is active between 3.7s and 4.0s. Because

of the NBI injection (and subsequent ion slowing down), the ion heating around the analysis

times is not constant long enough to make accurate measurements of the ion energy density

evolution given the Ti time resolution of 60ms. However, given that the ion temperature

profiles are nearly identical before and after the NBI heating, and the electron temperature

and density are relatively constant during the High-Te phase, it seems reasonable to expect

that without the neutral beams, only small changes in the ion stored energy would have

been expected between 3.7s and 4.1s. Such an assumption is at least consistent with the

time history of the kinetic stored energy, shown in Fig.1(b). The calculated energy density
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evolution based on adjacent time slices is shown in Fig.4 as upper bounds, along with the

expected energy evolution calculated using only the time slices before and after the NBI

injection.

Calculation of the ECH deposition profile has been done using ray-tracing techniques.

There are two available ray-tracing codes that have been used for this calculation: travis12

and lhdgauss23,24. travis is a generalized code for electron cyclotron propagation in 3D

geometry, and has been applied to several stellarator systems. The lhdgauss code has been

specifically developed at NIFS for LHD plasmas. Both codes use a vmec geometry description

and fitted Te and ne profiles as the inputs. Separate ray-tracing runs are performed for each

combination of launcher, frequency and propagation mode active in the plasma, and then

combined based on the expected input power in each case.

Results from the travis are shown in Fig.4. The results from lhdgauss show a qual-

itatively similar deposition profile, giving us confidence is the accuracy of the calculation

implementations. The major uncertainty in these calculated deposition profiles stems from

the density profile in the plasma edge. Sufficiently accurate density profiles are not available

in this region, requiring extrapolation from Thomson density profile as shown in Fig.2. This

lack of information in the edge affects the calculation of the mode fractions (X or O mode)

that enter the plasma. The approximation used in the current calculation is that all of the

injected power is coupled into the targeted mode. The other major approximation is that

only first pass absorption is considered, and the total absorbed power is normalized to the

injected power. The ray tracing results show that most of the power is absorbed on the first

pass and that this approximation should have a small effect on the accuracy of the results

in this case.

During this shot, one of the perpendicular neutral beams is turned on from 3.7s to

4.0s, during the high-Te period. This 40keV neutral hydrogen beam injects approximately

5.4MW of port-through power. Inclusion of the NBI in the power balance calculation is

possible, but accurate calculations are difficult and require not only the calculation of the

initial deposition of fast ions, but also fast ion slowing down, fast ion loss, and electron

cooling due to particle fueling. For these reasons we limit our analysis to 3.7s, before the

neutral beam turn on, and 4.1s after the neutral beam turn off and subsequent slowing down

time. The contribution of the fast ions to total stored energy, as well as the slowing down

time, combined with the fast ion confinement time, can be seen experimentally in Fig.1(b).
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FIG. 4. Power deposition profiles for LHD shot 114722. Profiles for ECH deposition, electron-ion

coupling and stored energy evolution are shown. The stored energy evolution profiles are shown

here for comparison with the other power deposition profiles but are not included in the final

power balance calculation. (a) Electron power deposition. ECH deposition is calculated using the

travis ECH ray-tracing code and includes the three 77GHz and the 154GHz systems. The ECH

deposition profiles are only shown for the high-Te phase; the low-Te deposition profile is similar

but not as strongly peaked on axis. (b) Main ion power deposition. The dashed line represents the

stored energy evolution calculated using only the profiles at 3.7s and 4.1s, at the beginning and

end of the High-Te phase.

Additional information about the evolution of fast-ion distribution created by radial neutral

beam injection on LHD can be found in Ref. 25.

The contribution of the core radiated power to the power balance is expected to be small

and has not been included in the current power balance calculations. The total radiated

power during the analyzed time is approximately 0.4MW , as measured using the resistive

bolometer system26. This power loss is far less than the depositied ECH power; furthermore
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we would expect the radiated power to be mostly localized in the edge of the plasma, and

not significantly affect calculations of the core power balance27.

F. neoclassical predictions

One of the goals of this analysis is to compare experimentally determined heat fluxes

and perpendicular flow profiles with neoclassical predictions, there by gaining some insight

into the both the validity of the neoclassical calculation and the amount of transport that

can be attributed to neoclassical effects. Neoclassical predictions have been calculated by

both the gsrake code (see Ref. 28,29) and the fortec-3d code (see Ref. 30,31). Both

of these codes find the radial electric field (Er) required to achieve an ambipolar particle

flux in stellarator geometries. The predicted neoclassical radial electric field and predicted

heat flux from these codes is shown in Fig.3 and Fig.5 respectively. When comparing these

neoclassical predictions to experimental quantities, it is important to note that neither

gsrake or fortec-3d include impurity species (such as argon) in any of the calculations.

The gsrake code is based on a general solution of the ripple-averaged kinetic equation.

This treatment is valid only in the case of simple stellarator geometry, of which LHD qualifies.

Details on the applicability of gsrake to LHD, and comparisons against other calculation

techniques are detailed in Ref. 32.

fortec-3d uses a Monte-Carlo particle following approach, allowing it to use fewer as-

sumptions and account for non-local finite orbit effects. For the results shown in this work,

a new technique was used that allowed fortec-3d to calculate both the ion and electron

particle fluxes for a self consistent solution for the radial electric field and other neoclassical

transport parameters. This calculation is done by first calculating a guess of the radial

electric field Er0 using a local code for the electron fluxes and fortec-3d for the ion par-

ticle fluxes. The initial guess is obtained by solving the time evolution of Er according to

the radial current, dEr/dt = − e
ε⊥ε0

(ZiΓI − Γe), where Γ denotes the particle fluxes and ε⊥

denotes the effect of the classical polarization current (see Ref. 9). A series of Er profiles

are then created based on this initial guess, Er0 ± ∆E, and fortec-3d is run on each Er

profile in this series to calculate both ion and electron fluxes. This provides the dependence

of the particle flux as a function of Er at each point in the plasma. Finally the ambipolar

solution is found by fitting the Er dependence of the difference in particle fluxes (ZIΓI−Γe)
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FIG. 5. Transport analysis showing ion and electron heat fluxes during the low-Te and high-Te

phases of shot 114722. The black line shows task3d power balance calculations. The red points

represent the gsrake neoclassical electron-root solution, while the blue points represent the ion-

root solution; the unstable solution is not shown. The low-Te plots use profiles from 3500ms, the

high-Te plots use profiles 3700ms for the power balance results and 4000ms for the neoclassical

calculation. There are large uncertainties in the neoclassical calculations and flux surface geometry

for ρ < 0.3, and ion temperature measurements are not available for ρ > 0.8, therefore these regions

have been deemphasized.

and finding the zero crossing. Compared to a local neoclassical solution like gsrake, this

method importantly includes the higher-order effects such as the ion finite-orbit-width and

Er-shear on the neoclassical flux. In the fortec-3d results shown in Fig.3, the calculation

between ρ = 0.75 and ρ = 0.85 has a high uncertainty because the particle fluxes calculated

by fortec-3d become insensitive to the radial electric field in this region.

III. RESULTS

The power balance analysis of this discharge focuses on three times, 3500ms, 3700ms

and 4100ms. The first time is during the low-Te phase, while the later two times are both

in the high-Te phase, before and after the NBI injection (as described in Section II E). For

the analysis of both the low-Te and high-Te cases, the plasma has not completely reached

a steady state in terms of the electron temperature and density profiles, however the stored

energy evolution terms have been examined and are have a small effect on the electron power

balance. More importantly, the perpendicular flow profile is fully evolved giving confidence

that the results capture the essential transport properties at the analysis times.
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FIG. 6. Effective thermal diffusion coefficients for ions and electrons calculated for 114722 at

3500ms, 3700ms and 4100ms as determined from power balance.

The power balance calculations performed using task3d assume thermalized electron

and ion distributions at the chosen analysis times (when the neutral beams are not active).

This assumption is supported by the close agreement between the kinetic energy, calculated

using the measured temperature and density profile, and the stored energy measured by the

diamagnetic loop (see Fig.1(b)). This agreement provides confidence that at the analysis

times there are no fast ion or fast electron populations that need to be considered, and that

the argon and hydrogen temperatures are the same.

The ion and electron heat flux calculated by task3d are shown in Fig.5, and compared

with neoclassical predictions from gsrake. The range inside of ρ < 0.3 has been deempha-

sised due uncertainties in the neoclassical calculations of the heat fluxes and in the calculation

of the flux surface geometry. The range outside of ρ < 0.8 has also been deemphasized due

to unavailability of ion temperature measurements in this range.

Both the electron root and the ion root solutions from gsrake are shown. The perpen-

dicular velocity measurements shown in Fig.3 can be used to determine that during the

high-Te phase the electron root solution should be chosen wherever two solutions exist.

This choice is also supported by the agreement between in the ion heat flux between the

power balance analysis and the neoclassical electron root solution; the ion root solution,

with QNeoclassical > QPowerBalance, is not physically realistic.

For the ions, the experimental heat fluxes are approximately the same as the neoclassical

predictions over most of the plasma (when choosing the electron root solution). This sug-

gests that the ion heat flux is dominated by neoclassical effects. The uncertainties in the
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calculation of the both the neoclassical results and the experimental ion heat flux are likely

larger than the discrepancy seen in the values, particularly since the stored energy evolution

was not included in the power balance calculation.

For the electrons, the neoclassical electron heat flux is nearly an order of magnitude

lower than the measured heat flux in both the low and high Te phases. This is an indica-

tion that electron transport is almost entirely dominated by turbulent sources in the range

0.3 < ρ < 0.8 where power balance and neoclassical calculations are available without large

uncertainties. After the transition to the high-Te phase, an increase in the electron heat

flux is seen in both the neoclassical and experimental heat fluxes, however because of the

uncertainties in both calculations it is not possible to draw strong conclusions about the

source of this increase, weather neoclassical or turbulent.

Calculation of the effective thermal diffusion coefficients during the low-Te and high-Te

phases are shown in Fig.6. These effective diffusion coefficients have been calculated from the

heat fluxes though the relation Qs = −nχs ∂Ts∂r , where the subscript s refers to either ions or

electrons. Even before entering the high-Te phase, the electron thermal diffusion coefficient,

χe shows a region of reduced transport inside of ρ = 0.4. During the high-Te phase, this

reduced transport region is maintained, while outside of this region the transport is increased.

This behavior can be seen in the electron temperature profile where the temperature and

temperature gradient increase dramatically inside of ρ = 0.4, but change more modestly

outside of this region. The majority of the electron heating is deposited in the core region

of the plasma.

The ion temperature decreases only slightly between the low and high Te phases. Without

neutral beam injection, the only power being deposited to the ions is from electron-ion

collisional thermal transfer. This transfer has a dependency on the electron temperature

that goes as approximately n2
eT
−1/2
e , when Ti << Te as in the present case, and therefore

there is less heating of the ions as the electron temperature increases and density decreases

(see Fig.4). Since there are only small changes in the ion temperature, or ion temperature

gradient, this is seen as a reduction in the ion thermal diffusion coefficient, χi.

Measurements of the perpendicular flow can give us some insight into how the radial

electric field changes during the transition to the high-Te phase. The perpendicular velocity
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can be related to the radial electric field through the force balance equation33–35.

Er =
1

enIZI

∂pI
∂r
− u⊥B (2)

where r is in a direction normal to the magnetic flux surface, the subscript I denotes the

ion species, nI is the ion density, ZI is the charge, pI is the pressure, u⊥ is the velocity

perpendicular to the magnetic field, and B is the magnetic field. The diamagnetic drift

term (pressure gradient) is typically quite small in stellarator plasmas, especially in the

case of argon which has a large value of Z. This allows us to relate, qualitatively, the

radial electric field profile directly to the measurement of the perpendicular velocity. The

perpendicular flow measurements, taken from the XICS system, show an expansion of the

electron root region from the core region inside of ρ = 0.3 (low-Te phase) to the entire plasma

out to ρ ≥ 0.8 (high-Te phase), see Fig.3.

These measurements are consistent with the neoclassical calculations of Er from gsrake

and fortec-3d. Inside of ρ = 0.3 gsrake finds a single electron root solution, with a

positive radial electric field, to exist for both the low-Te and high-Te phases of this shot.

During the low-Te phase, gsrake only finds a single ion root solution outside of ρ = 0.3,

with a small negative Er. After the transition to the high-Te phase an electron root solution,

with a large positive Er, is also found as a possible solution over most of the core plasma,

out to approximately ρ = 0.7. Similarly fortec-3d predicts an electron root solution out

to ρ = 0.8, which is in general agreement with the rotation measurements.

A comparison of the radial electric field inferred from the perpendicular flow measure-

ments with the neoclassical predictions is also shown in Fig.3. In inferring Er from u⊥, the

diagmagnetic drift term in Eq.2 is neglected, and only the u×B term is used. In evaluating

this comparison it is important to keep in mind that both the inferred and neoclassical values

are approximations; in particular the measured rotation is for argon, while the neoclassical

calculations are done for a pure hydrogen plasma. Nonetheless the shape of the rotation

profile and the magnitude of the flow velocity are reasonably well matched, particularly in

the plasma core, providing confidence in the neoclassical calculations.
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IV. CONCLUSION

A detailed study of a high-Te ECH-only heated discharge on LHD has been completed.

The discharge transitions from a state with a localized core electron-root Er, to a global

(ρ . 0.8) electron-root Er, with a corresponding increase in the central electron temperature.

The use of the XICS diagnostic along with the task3d suite has allowed the radial electric

field structure to be inferred, as well as the both the ion and electron heat transport profiles.

The current results are consistent with the previous results on LHD from NBI sustained

plasmas with ECH heating, such as in Ref. 6–8. The current results, which focus on purely

ECH heated plasmas, allow for a simplified power balance to be completed which need not

consider neutral beam power deposition. The final determined central value for the electron

thermal diffusion coefficient during the high-Te phase is similar between the current and

previous studies. Previous studies however have focused on the electron transport properties,

and have not reported ion heat transport results. The current results suggest that electron

heat transport is dominated by turbulent sources while ion heat transport is of the same

magnitude and may be consistent with neoclassical calculations during all portions of the

analyzed discharge.

Previous studies on LHD, in particular the work done in Ref. 8, indicate that the in-

jection of neutral beams has a very significant effect on the behavior of these high-Te core

electron root plasmas. In particular whether the beams are injected in the co-rotating or

counter-rotating direction affects both the radial electric field structure and the confinement

properties. The current results provide a case without neutral beams, which provides an

additional data set without external momentum or current input for a similarly configured

plasma. In this case we find behavior that is more similar to that of the counter-current

NBI injection case.

The observed outward expansion of the localized core radial electric field with the addition

of ECH power, seen in the current work, has not been previously studied on LHD. This adds

to our understanding of the radial electric field from the previous studies, which largely

focused on the transition from ion-root to core electron-root, and provides a more complete

picture the role of the radial electric field in producing an internal transport barrier.

The current results also compare well with previous studies on high-Te plasmas in the

W7-AS stellarator with pure ECH heating (see Ref. 36). The predicted shape of the neo-
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classical radial electric field in W7-AS is consistent with the current measurements of the

perpendicular flow on LHD. In addition, the radial profile of the electron diffusion coeffi-

cient found through power balance is also similar between the current work and the previous

study. This suggests that the current results are applicable more generally to helical devices,

and that the predictive tools can be applied to the study of future machines.

Measurements of the perpendicular flow show qualitatively good agreement with neoclas-

sical calculations of the radial electric field from fortec-3d and gsrake both in the low-Te

and high-Te phases of this shot. This gives additional confidence to previously reported re-

sults for high-Te plasmas with only ECH heating, such as in Ref. 9, as well as confidence in

future studies using these software tools. The current results are well suited to comparisons

with neoclassical predictions as no external momentum or core particle fueling inputs need

be considered. Future studies will allow this evolution to be more carefully measured and

provide more direct quantitative comparisons with the theoretical results.

Finally the current capabilities of the task3d suite for use in stellarator/heliotron trans-

port research have been highlighted. This framework will be used for future transport studies

to build further understanding of stellarator plasmas and the role of neoclassical transport.
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